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BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 6/9/2021 

1. As I turned the corner the sun ______________ me, so I didn't see the other car. 

A. blinded  B. faded  C. vanished  D. dimmed 

2. She is continually _____________ her position by getting other people to do things for her. 

A. amusing  B. abusing  C. confusing  D. refusing 

3. When it was his turn to dive, he ____________ and stepped up onto the diving board. 

A. gulped  B. pulsed  C. resulted  D. consulted 

4. He ______________ the men's faces carefully, trying to work out who was lying. 

A. centralized  B. minimized  C. scrutinized  D. localized 

5. The motion of the car almost ____________ her to sleep. 

A. paused  B. wound  C. calmed  D. lulled 

6. Strenuous efforts were made throughout the war to disguise the scale of civilian casualties. 

(CLOSET) 

A. enhance  B. reveal  C. conceal  D. recite 

7. He received an anonymous letter threatening to ____________ details of his affair if he didn't pay the 

money. 

A. enclose  B. compose  C. disclose  D. propose 

8. His helpfulness today has made me _____________ my original opinion of him. 

A. recharge  B. remain  C. revise  D. reverse 

9. The opposing units opened fire ________________ at close range and a 15-minute firefight ensued. 

A. violent   B. same   C. simultaneously  D. against 

10. She ought to be thoroughly ashamed _________________ herself - talking to her mother like that! 

A. up   B. of   C. by   D. with 

11. It's sometimes very difficult to draw a clear distinction between the meanings of different 

words. (OPPOSITE) 

A. division   B. feature   C. similarity   D. alteration 

12. Our staff members are hard-working and ___________ motivated. 
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A. adversely   B. strongly   C. highly   D. likely 

13. The Broadcasting Museum offers workshops to ______________ children with the world of radio. 

A. notify  B. acquaint  C. instruct  D. inform 

14. I can’t stand ______________ on underground when it is busy. 

A. travel  B. travelling  C. to travel  D. to travelling 

15. I _____________ a word I’d never seen before. 

A. bumped into B. looked after C. came across D. went into 

16. Recently negotiators have _____________ considerable progress in the talks. 

A. made  B. laid   C. created  D. conducted 

17. He reminded me _____________ her up at 6 o'clock the following afternoon. 

A. to pick  B. picking  C. picked  D. having picked 

18. I can't quote you chapter and ____________ but I think it's a line from "Macbeth". 

A. side   B. factor   C. verse   D. verge 

19. I was trying to keep the party a secret, but Mel went and let the cat ____________ the bag. 

A. from  B. out of  C. into   D. upon 

20. I ______________ the application form and posted it off. 

A. made up  B. wrote down C. done up  D. filled in 

21. If you ask me, they ____________ too much fuss of him. 

A. take   B. do   C. pay   D. make 

22. He gave his listeners a vivid ___________ of his journey through Peru. 

A. account  B. tale   C. communication D. plot 

23. Her employers _____________ her of theft. 

A. charged  B. accused  C. blamed  D. arrested 

24. My parents didn’t want me to be an actor, but I stuck to my guns. (OPPOSITE) 

A. was changeable B. was persistent C. was inflexible D. was constant 

25. I had no money for a taxi, so I had to walk ______________ town to get home. 

A. across  B. between  C. near   D. of 

26. The burglars disabled the alarm and used a glass cutter to break ______________ the house. 

A. off   B. up   C. for   D. into 

27. The company will need to take further ______________ to cut costs. 

A. effects  B. measures  C. determination D. methods 

28. This exercise should separate the sheep from the _____________. 

A. wolves  B. lambs  C. pigs   D. goats 

29. He's very sick and needs round the clock care. (OPPOSITE) 
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A. permanently B. interruptedly C. continuously D. accurately 

30. Mexico ________________ its independence from Spain in 1821. 

A. collected   B. expanded   C. increased   D. gained 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 7/9/2021 

1. Riordan and his staff receive little ____________ for their work. 

A. fanfare  B. affair    C. airfare   D. carfare 

2. My family and my job both play an important part in my life, fulfilling separate but _____________ 

needs. 

A. supplementary B. documentary C. necessary  D. complementary 

3. The governor appointed a _____________ and asked both sides to return to the bargaining table. 

A. Meditation  B. medication  C. mediator  D. medicine 

4. Head out from Dog Canyon campground for an overnight _____________ trip down the Tejas Trail  

A. backpacking B. background C. backup  D. backrest  5. The villagers 

were very ___________ to anyone who passed through. 

A. hospitable   B. hostile   C. contrary   D. similar 

6. He gets really jealous if his girlfriend strikes up a friendship with another man. (OPPOSITE) 

A. cover up  B. give up  C. make up  D. remain 

7. He got off on the wrong _____________ with my parents by arriving late. 

A. foot   B. base   C. bottom  D. end 

8. Blake may seem bossy, but it's Lisa that really ______________ the trousers in that relationship. 

A. deals  B. wears  C. connects  D. follows 

9. Although my best friend now lives in Da Nang, we still try to keep in touch ________________ each 

other. 

A. for    B. with   C. on    D. up to 

10. We had similar ideas about the show, and the two of us hit it ____________ right away. 

A. off   B. on   C. in    D. at 

11. It was hard at first but now we get on like a ____________ on fire. 

A. rain   B. home  C. thatch  D. house 

12. We don’t get _____________ well with each other because we don't really have much in common. 

A. during  B. on   C. next   D. at 

13. I've never met the Duchess personally. We don't move in the same _____________! 

A. squares  B. rectangles  C. circles  D. ovals 

14. I'm only on nodding ______________ with her sister, so I can't ask her for a favor like that. 

A. terms  B. words  C. names  D. phrases 
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15. His constant humming is really beginning to get on my _____________. 

A. mind  B. ears   C. nerves  D. eyes 

16. The relationship ____________ sour over a financial dispute. 

A. kept   B. turned  C. came  D. paid 

17. I feel like you and I are really on the same wavelength. (OPPOSITE) 

A. not familiar-thinking   B. not like-minded 

C. not same-minded    D. not though-sharing 

18. He stayed with me throughout the time I was in the hospital, a friend in _____________ is a friend 

indeed!  

A. wish  B. miss  C. need  D. seed 

19. I always had the feeling she was keeping me at arm's _____________. 

A. time   B. length  C. piece  D. quantity 

20. How can you be taken seriously as a reformer when you have continued to accept gifts? You 

can't run with the hare and ____________ with the hounds, Senator. 

A. follow  B. hunt  C. look   D. seek 

21. Very soon I found some other people to ____________ and we began to write songs. 

A. keep up with    B. team up with 

C. talk through with    D. get along with 

22. The black lettering really stands ______________ on that orange background. 

A. across  B. out   C. upon  D. into 

23. We're really looking forward ____________ you again. 

A. to seeing  B. to see  C. seeing  D. having seen 

24. This clock is always slow; I put it ______________ ten minutes every morning. 

A. back  B. up   C. forward  D. ahead 

25. You might want to have a look at their website and __________ in mind that you can subscribe 

online. 

A. stand  B. bear   C. pose   D. skip 

26. Each month she puts some money ____________ for her retirement. 

A. aside  B. above  C. around  D. among 

27. We’re particularly proud ________________ our company’s environmental record. 

A. of    B. off    C. through   D. by 

28. The children soon settled ______________ and started their work. 

A. up    B. down   C. at    D. along 

29. Neil Armstrong is famous _____________ being the first man to walk on the Moon. 
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A. from   B. round   C. for    D. about 

30. Let us pray _________________ the victims of this terrible disaster. 

A. from   B. over   C. through   D. for 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 8/9/2021 

1. I usually prefer tea ___________ coffee, but I need something a little stronger this morning. 

A. to   B. than   C. more than  D. instead of 

2. Rachel clearly doesn't care ___________ us because she just does whatever she wants, no matter 

how selfish it is. 

A. of   B. about   C. with   D. on  

3. We knew our poor dog was suffering, so we decided it was time to put her ____________. 

A. on   B. off   C. down  D. up 

4. Unfortunately, we'll have to _____________ that old tree because the inspector thinks it could fall on 

our house in a bad storm. 

A. cut down  B. cut out  C. cut off  D. cut up 

5. I always have to wear the clothes that my older sisters ___________ to me. 

A. cut down  B. hand down  C. go down  D. put down 

6. The company phased __________ the old model of vacuum cleaner, and it's hard to find any in the 

stores now. 

A. into   B. off   C. for   D. out  

7. They were imprisoned and deprived ________ their basic rights. 

A. of   B. with   C. from  D. into 

8. A police officer was accused of helping a drug gang ____________ rivals. 

A. eliminate  B. enroll  C. enlist  D. enforce 

9. Carol is an attorney who works to help fight gender ____________ in the workplace.   

A. distinction  B. discrimination C. judgment  D. prejudice 

10. New environmental regulations are going to come into ___________ to stop global warming. 

A. press  B. strength  C. force  D. condition  

11. I was determined to ___________ my dream of becoming an actor. 

A. seek   B search  C. discover  D. pursue  

12. She said my new pants really make my legs look much slimmer. What a backhanded 

_______________! 

A. complement  B. detriment  C. treatment  D. compliment  

13. Entire forests are being destroyed to ___________ the demand for wooden furniture. 

A. satisfy  B. qualify  C. verify  D. terrify 
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14. He is determined to ________the memory of a disappointing debut two years ago. 

A. delete  B. erase  C. abandon  D. demolish 

15. With each act of bravery, the heroic police officer worked to make his city a safer place. 

(CLOSET)  

A. courage   B. anxiety  C. suspicion  D. nightmare 

16. The teacher decided to turn a blind eye to the student's misconduct this time with a hope that 

they won't do it again. (CLOSET) 

A. conceal  B. reveal  C. ignore  D. criticise 

17. College coaches have to __________to the rules about recruiting high school students. 

A. abide  B. comply  C. adhere  D. dedicate 

18. Free child care for preschool children of employees was a popular _________.  

A. perk  B. tuition  C. expense  D. scholarship 

19. Hugh is a ________________ goalie who rarely allows the opposing team to score. 

A. competent  B. incapable  C. unskilled  D. complicated 

20. The Internet can give children opportunities to ______________ their minds. 

A. broaden  B. lengthen  C. open  D. widen 

21. It’s not surprising such a _________________ painting sold for over ten million dollars.  

A. remarkable B. moderate  C. negligible  D. unimportant 

22. It really gets on my ___________when people talk loudly on the phone in public. 

A. mind  B. ears   C. nerves  D. eyes 

23. I think it's pretty obvious who wears the ____________ in that family—Grandma Helene. 

A. bag   B. shoes  C. jeans  D. trousers  

24. Her haircut really makes her _____________ from the rest of her friends. 

A. eat out   B. stand out   C. try out  D. point out 

25. Miguel was determined to ______________ his decision. 

A. use up  B. clear off   C. stick to  D. come across 

26. My boss did not let the cat out of the bag about the deal until all the relevant contracts were 

signed. (CLOSEST) 

A. tell a story     B. let the animal go   

C. reveal the truth    D. tell a lie 

27. A gift was given by the students to their teacher to demonstrate __________ for all the things she 

taught them this school year. 

A. gratitude  B. constitute  C. continue  D. institute 

28. She seemed so surprised by the news that it must have come out of the ____________. 
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A. blue   B. red   C. white  D. green 

29. A lack of qualifications can be a major ________________ to finding a job. 

A. obstacle  B. encouragement  C. advantage  D. assistance 

30. Even after having his leg amputated, the runner refused to let his physical _______________ stop 

him. 

A. stability   B. reliability   C. disability  D. liability 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 9/9/2021 

1. Tiredness was the biggest _________ in the way of their attempt to rescue the climbers. 

A. obstacle  B. motivation  C. advantage  D. result 

2. In a _____________ of the roles, the actor has decided to play the female part, and let the actress have 

his part. 

A. arrival   B. reversal  C. rehearsal  D. survival 

3. The management always consults with the ____________ before introducing major changes. 

A. workforce  B. workroom  C. workstation D. worksheet 

4. Despite poverty and appalling conditions, these people still manage to keep their dignity and 

self-respect. (CLOSET)  

A. self-esteem  B. self-restraint  C. self-reliant  D. self-assured 

5. It could take ten years for the area to completely ____________ after the hurricane. 

A. review   B. reverse   C. rebuild  D. remove 

6. The country is now enjoying a period of relative ___________and prosperity. 

A. certainty  B. stability  C. sureness  D. correction 

7. The press release is ready apart from a couple of slight ____________. 

A. modifications B. modified  C. modifying  D. modifies 

8. Our new production of ‘Hamlet’ is currently ________ rehearsal. 

A. at   B. on   C. in   D. with 

9. To do this job you have to love architecture with a ______________. 

A. emotion   B. opposition  C. expression  D. passion  

10. Gradually, a deep emotional intimacy developed ___________ them.  

A. on   B. over   C. about  D. between  

11. It was found that he lacked the ________ to pursue a difficult task to the very end. 

A. persuasion    B. commitment    C. engagement   D. obligation 

12. It's imperative to act now before the problem gets really serious. (CLOSET)  

A. vital   B. inessential  C. trivial  D. minor  

13. When his career ended, he became a shadow of his ____________ self. 
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A. current   B. subsequent   C. former   D. following 

14. There is a _______________ meeting that we all must attend as faculty members, so we can have no 

excuse for being absent. 

A. mandatory  B. optional  C. voluntary  D. permissive 

15. They returned to their office feeling energized and ready to __________ new challenges. 

A. take off  B. take on  C. take after  D. take back 

16. She is by no _____________ an inexperienced teacher. 

A. ways  B. paths  C. means  D. manners 

17. Despite the fact that we aren't aware ___________ the external world during sleep, our minds 

continue to actively process information. 

A. about  B. at   C. on   D. of  

18. Do you know anyone who might have a grudge __________ you? 

A. at   B. over   C. against  D. with 

19. Increasing numbers of children are suffering ___________ mental health problems.  

A. with   B. from  C. through  D. of  

20. Every ______________ she checked to see if he was still asleep. 

A. now and then    B. ins and outs 

C. wear and tear    D. odds and ends 

21. I have always tried to ______ others first and not to think of myself. 

A. settle  B. make  C. think  D. put  

22. Don't try to debate Sarah about physics. She'll give ___________ and verse until you realize she's 

right. 

A. chapter  B. topic  C. phase  D. evidence 

23. The grandmother was on ___________ nine to see her grandson after a long time.  

A. wind  B. cloud  C. hurricane  D. tornado 

24. Computers account ___________ 5% of the country's commercial electricity consumption. 

A. with   B. into   C. for   D. by 

25. We can't be late for the dentist, so quit dragging your _________ and get in the car! 

A. feet   B. leg   C. ankle  D. knee 

26. As he grew older, the man’s _____________ was replaced with brittle bones. 

A. flexibility  B. liability  C. availability  D. facility 

27. The teacher tried to _____________ the fighting students but couldn’t get the two boys apart. 

A. deliberate   B. operate   C. evaluate   D. separate  

28. Setting out to _____________ the island was the most adventurous thing the man had ever done. 
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A. invent  B. create  C. explore  D. generate 

29. My brother was _____________ from school for bad behaviour. 

A. invited  B. awarded  C. respected  D. expelled  

30. ________________ the entire company, I would like to thank you for all your work. 

A. On account of B. With a view to C. For the sake of D. On behalf of 

 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 10/9/2021 

1. The number of reported crimes is increasing at an alarming ___________. 

A. rate   B. percentage  C. ratio  D. proportion 

2. Train ___________ increases of five percent are envisaged for the next year. 

A. fee   B. fare   C. toll   D. fine 

3. He has admitted ___________the police about his movements on the night of the murder. 

A. misleading     B. misunderstanding   

C. mistrusting     D. mishandling 

4. In this teaching practice, teachers ___________ and build on their students' mathematical insights. 

A. elicit  B. licit   C. illicit  D. deficit 

5. She made a fabulous ____________ with alternate layers of chocolate and cream. 

A. desert  B. deserter  C. dessert  D. deserve 

6. They tried to treat all their children ______________. 

A. like   B. alike  C. likely  D. alive 

7. Her statement ____________ a lack of confidence in the management of the company. 

A. refers  B. deduces  C. infers  D. implies 

8. The leaflet has been produced with the ____________ of increasing public awareness of the disease. 

A. target  B. aim   C. objective  D. goal 

9. We'll _____________ you on this news story throughout the day. 

A. update  B. upgrade  C. renew  D. renovate 

10. I pay a higher _____________than the other tenants because my room is bigger. 

A. rent   B. hire   C. employment D. lease 

11. It's been _____________ three months since my last haircut. 

A. nearby  B. nearly  C. near   D. nearer 

12. Young people today are so ___________ about politics. 

A. apathetic  B. apathy  C. empathy  D. empathetic 

13. You remind me __________ your father when you say that. 

A. with   B. for   C. at   D. of 
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14. They closed the road ___________ an attempt to reduce traffic in the city. 

A. by   B. with   C. at   D. in 

15. As a political party they are trying to __________a change in the way that we think about our 

environment. 

A. effect  B. affect  C. reflect  D. apply 

16. She __________ her sight after a car accident. 

A. missed  B. lost   C. dismissed  D. failed 

17. My teaching style is similar __________ that of most other teachers. 

A. into   B. at   C. to   D. for 

18. It is with great sorrow that I inform you _____________ the death of our director. 

A. of   B. at   C. with   D.  for 

19. I'd like to _____________ an appointment with Dr Evans, please. 

A. take   B. make  C. put   D. invent 

20. He will work in partnership with a range of organizations to help eliminate discrimination 

___________ disabled people. 

A. against  B. among  C. along  D. above 

21. The candidates ____________ few disagreements about the major issues. 

A. took   B. had   C. put   D. did 

22. The project will be completed ____________ schedule this summer. 

A. in   B. at   C. on   D. with 

23. Buying a house often places a large financial ___________ on young couples. 

A. pressure  B. burden  C. stress  D. tension 

24. Tim ____________ a three-year course in linguistics at Newcastle. 

A. made  B. did   C. put   D. kept 

25. There were about 150 articles in major newspapers about the issue of __________violence. 

A. household  B. hometown  C. domestic  D. dominant 

26. ___________ most people , I'd prefer to have enough money not to work. 

A. Like   B. As   C. Same  D. Alike 

27. Another crop failure could result in widespread _________. 

A. famine  B. farming  C. farmer  D. foremost 

28. If we could all _____________ an effort to keep this office tidier it would help. 

A. do   B. take   C. make  D. put 

29. The infection is highly______________ , so don't let anyone else use your towel. 

A. contaminated B. contagious  C. conative  D. injured 
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30. She tries to ___________ fit by jogging every day. 

A. remain  B. take   C. keep  D. do 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 11/9/2021 

1. The results, ______________ by Hanoi Open University, showed that the number of students taking 

part in voluntary work was declining. 

A. release   B. released   C. which released  D. releasing 

2. The bridge provided a _____________ platform for the bungee jumpers. 

A. tough  B. rigid  C. firm   D. rocky 

3. There are serious penalties for failure to _____________ with the regulations. 

A. adhere  B. abide  C. follow  D. comply 

4. The best way to ___________ the countryside is on foot. 

A. ignore   B. notice   C. explore   D. consider 

5. The standards were established to allow greater _____________ in court decisions. 

A. flexibility  B. agility  C. fragility  D. duality 

6. Parkinson's disease causes uncontrollable tremors and muscular _________________. 

A. commodity  B. conservatism C. mobility  D. rigidity 

7. I ___________ about her reaction. 

A. am worried B. am being worried C. have worried D. worried 

8. He knows he should see a doctor, but he’s dragging his _____________. 

A. leg   B feet   C. mind  D. head 

9. It can be useful __________ write a short summary _____your argument first. 

A. to/ in   B. to/ of   C. for/ about   D. for/ of 

10. Students account ________________ the vast majority of our customers. 

A. down   B. around   C. for    D. over 

11. We see eye to eye on most things so we rarely ________________ with each other. 

A. fall over   B. fall back   C. fall off   D. fall out 

12. He ____________ the family business, but he had little interest in it and soon sold it. 

A. inherited   B. genetic   C. innate   D. natural 

13. An accident involving over ten vehicles has _______________ in the east-bound lane. 

A. occurred   B. took   C. followed   D. came 

14. My brother was ______________ from school for bad behaviour. 

A. expelled   B. noticed   C. detected   D. impelled 

15. Do you mind if I put some music _______________? 

A. about  B. into   C. across  D. on 
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16. The director retired early ______________ ill-health. 

A. on behalf of B. ahead of  C. on account of D. in front of 

17. ________________ of the committee, I’d like to thank you for your generous donation. 

A. Instead   B. On behalf   C. According   D. Depite 

18. Their phone lines are only open during office ________________. 

A. minutes   B. second   C. hours   D. days 

19. Our parents join hands to give us a nice house and a happy home. (CLOSET) 

A. make decisions    B. put together 

C. take each other’s hands   D. work together 

20. You’ve got to stop making decisions about your business on the spur of the ____________ like this, 

or you’ll end up running it into the ground! 

A. instant   B. minute   C. moment   D. time 

21. The country has been _________ a very poor economic state ever since the decline of its two major 

industries.  

A. on    B. of   C. in    D. at 

22. Sometimes it was hard to keep _________, but we did it for the children's sake.  

A. to go   B. going   C. gone   D. went 

23. The forecast has revealed that the world’s reserves of fossil fuel will have ________ by 2015.  

A. taken over   B. caught up   C. run out   D. used off 

24. The yacht's crew said that they were _________ relatively slow progress. 

A. taking  B. making  C. causing  D. having 

25. It is a very popular play, and it would be wise to _________ seats well in advance. 

A. occupy  B. book  C. buy   D. preserve 

26. It was a long time before the cut on my hand _________ completely.  

A. healed   B. sank   C. improved   D. repaired 

27. I didn't sleep well last night and I'm not really on the ball today. (OPPOSITE) 

A. tired   B. alert   C. energetic   D. unscathed 

28. There was a surge in anthropological research _________ the beginning of the 21st century.  

A. from   B. since   C. at    D. in 

29. Mandy has promised _________ care of our dog while we are on vacation.  

A. taking   B. of taking   C. to take   D. will take 

30. Henry always _________ up with new ideas in every science class.  

A. comes   B. gets   C. makes   D. takes 


